
Healing process

Pueblo volunteers to see long-sought medical clinic open in Haiti.
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By LORETTA SWORD | lorettas@chieftain.com |

After four years of sweat, heartache and worry, local medical volunteers in May will

stand alongside the pope of the Episcopal Diocese of Haiti — and thousands of

Haitian residents — to celebrate the grand opening of a new medical clinic in the

city of Gonaives.

  Nearly 30 Pueblo-area volunteers returned last week from putting the finishing

touches on the clinic they built. Some, including Pueblo's Dr. Jim Smith, will return

next month for the long-awaited official opening and celebration.

  The project is the fruit of what started as a basic medical mission of Pueblo's

Ascension Episcopal Church. It grew to incorporate the support of both of Pueblo's

medical centers, volunteers from Colorado Springs and other nearby cities and

towns, and donors of all stripe and hue.

  Smith and a band of followers, including fellow physicians, nurses, EMTs and other

professionals, started going to Gonaives in 2001 to provide much-needed surgeries

and other medical services. The city has few medical resources and a population that

can't afford what's available.

  The volunteers conducted clinics and performed surgeries in open-air buildings

with minimal equipment — often with only sunlight streaming in through screenless

windows, and often without electricity to run what little equipment was on hand.

Hosted by Haiti's Episcopal diocese, most of the clinics were conducted at a school

and orphanage run by a church on the same busy city block.

  In many purely medical missions that included hauling donated equipment and

supplies from Pueblo hospitals, Smith and others in the group got to know Haitian

government and Episcopal leaders, and garnered support for building a permanent

clinic that would operate year-round.

  Fundraising started in 2005. But not long after a groundbreaking in 2008,  Mother

Nature in 2008 destroyed much of the project, along with most of the medical
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equipment and supplies the group had amassed to equip the clinic.

  But hurricanes, flooding and the aftermath of last year's earthquake weren't

sufficient to kill the project.

  Local donors and volunteers stepped in and over the past two years have nearly

completed a building that will open for year-round service next month. St.

Mary-Corwin Medical Center funded the bulk of the project, which was completed

for about $68,000, Smith said.

  Except for masonry materials, nearly all building materials and furnishings were

shipped to Haiti.

  Smith and his colleagues returned last week from a multifaceted mission. It

included installing plumbing fixtures and other work on the building as well as

surgeries, nearly a week's worth of clinic visits for a wide range of injuries and

maladies, and installation of an x-ray and other equipment at the city's makeshift

hospital.

  Smith said the former hospital was destroyed in the last hurricane and the city has

been without x-ray capability and many surgical services since then. Parkview

Medical Center donated a used x-ray machine that technician Dan Dolan installed

last month, using a tent as his developing room.

  Still operating in the middle of a vacant warehouse, with unfinished "walls" and

insufficient light, the hospital also has anesthesia capabilities thanks to local

benefactors.

  Smith said twice-yearly medical missions to Gonaives and outlying villages will

continue, but he and others who have worked so hard to get the clinic open are

relieved to know their Haitian friends now have access to medical care on a regular

basis.

  "What hits me as strange is the fact that I don't have to keep trying not to think it,

trying not to worry about whether it's ever going to be finished. I can stop wondering

and wondering, and hoping and hoping it will. It's finally done," Smith said.

  That doesn't mean there isn't more work to do.

  "They have surgical expertise and a good clinic now, but they still need equipment

and supplies —  dressings, sterile supplies for surgeries, medicines — and money"

because funding once promised for rebuilding the hospital is going to repair damage

from the earthquake, Smith said.

  "We'll keep supplying and replenishing the clinic and doing medical missions. Now

it's the hospital that will continue to need the attention" of donors and future

fundraising efforts.
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